
Management Report 1/27/2020 
By: Mike Roberts, General Manager 

 

Cash Report Recap: From the December financials, I am sure you all noticed that our Reserves are 
$693,679.  Approximately $442,500 will be subtracted this month (Phase 1 road project) leaving a 
balance of $251,179.  Final payment for the Cart Paths of about $260,000 will be subtracted from the 
remaining balance beginning about mid May leaving us at a minimal balance.  These are all planned 
Reserve spends as we discussed in detail at the Budget Workshop meeting.   

Reserves balances will build throughout the year and by the end of 2020, our Reserve will improve 
since contributions in the new budget are now building at $52 versus $34 per RO Shareholder.  We 
will be in good shape to start planning the next project of maintaining our current assets which I will 
mention later in this memo.   

I would remind all Board Members that until we get into the later part of the year, our decisions 
regarding spending to maintain or replace our current equipment, vehicles, tractors, lawn mowers, 
HVAC or facilities needs to be a critical  “need” and not a “want” item.  Of course Emergencies take 
priority and we have planned for those in our Budget Cash Flow we went over when we discussed the 
budget.  Example: If an AC unit goes down in one of our buildings in the middle of the summer, we 
need to immediately repair or replace it – those are the type of “need items” I am referring to.     

Status of Phase 1 Road Project: The project is complete except for 2 punch list items which funds 
will be held back for.  In total, this Contractor has been terrific to work with.  The total expense is 
about $442,000 or about 7% less than the $475,000 the BOD approved for this project.     

Phase 2 Roads: I asked the Contractor to take a look at our roads in Phase 2 as a courtesy while he 
was here.  His unofficial estimate for patching as of now is $72,000 which will only increase the longer 
we wait to repair and put on a new surface coat.  The Grand Total preliminary estimate, including 
repairs and micro surfacing is $271,000.  I would recommend we begin to plan for this project for 
2021 which would be funded out of Reserves. 

Golf: So far this winter, Mondays have turned out to be our slowest day so beginning this week, we 
are running a $29 special on Mondays only, to maximize revenue.  Our Greens Fees all other days 
remain at $38. It’s important to focus on a plan to improve our worst Fairways in the Spring as the 
Rye over seed dies out when the warm weather begins.  Today we will be discussing an agenda item 
that I’ve discussed at some length with our golf course maintenance company.  

Restaurant:  So far our sales for January are up 61% versus last year at the same time.  During the 
past month, we have been working with the Restaurant Committee to plan our Dining Room Grand 
Opening, which begins tomorrow.  We are running Grand Opening ads every day this week in the 
Daily Sun newspaper and on Social Media.  We have a lot of events planned in the Dining Room this 
week like free Dessert with every meal,  2 drawings every hour for free appetizers or desserts,  
beverages, Rounds of golf, and $5 gift cards, along with a new entertainer in the lounge on Wed. 
night.  I encourage all Residents to come to the Dining Room this week to be a part of it  !   



Spectrum Update: $3.42 Tax / Fees in addition to the contract rate already agreed to.  

Equipment Update: Just a heads up for future discussion…..We have a 1972 Ford Tractor recently 
broke down that needs a new clutch and new tires.  The repair on the clutch alone is approximately 
$5200 (plus $1500 for tires).  Ideally, it would make sense to replace the tractor versus putting all that 
money in an old piece of equipment.  I’m not convinced that this is the right time to make a decision to 
spend any money on it.  At some point in the future, we will have to make a decision on it.  Our 
Mechanic has an opinion which I value but considering the big picture of the status of our Reserves 
as mentioned prior, I would recommend we wait as long as possible before replacing it since the 
piece of equipment we really want is a fairly large expense item from Reserves (approximately 
$40,000 for a new tractor with backhoe). 

Back Wall / CR 468 Elevation Issue: I have been communicating with a Resident of Phase 2 who 
has sent certified letters last week to several media outlets explaining the background and situation 
we are faced with which includes Noise abatement and privacy due to the County building a road at 
an elevation higher than our wall.  I would recommend we continue our current strategy of trying to 
put pressure on the County to work with us on a solution.  If this approach does us no good, we will 
need to discuss the possibility of litigation at a future time.     

 

 

 

 


